
Spot the Errors



Agenda

Look at some common errors to spot

Look at some actual errors

If you find guideline that doesn’t agree, 
that’s okay

You’ll find more info in the handout



Easily Confused Words

breath (noun): She had a hard time catching her breath.

breathe (verb): She had to breathe through her mouth.

it’s (contraction for it is or it has): It’s time for the Zoom meeting to begin.

its (possessive determiner which we use when referring to things or 

animals): Organic fruit is known for its great taste.



than (conjunction mainly used in 
comparisons): I hesitated to say that my 
breakfast was better than hers.

then (mainly an adverb): My client woke up 
early and exercised; then she had her 
breakfast.

Helpful tip: Than has no one-word synonym

Then has many synonyms



loose—adjective for something that doesn’t fit tightly 

She noticed that her jeans were loose since implementing the new eating plan.

loose rhymes with goose

lose—verb meaning to be deprived of or forget something

The practitioner didn’t want to lose the attention of the workshop attendees.

with lose, you lose the second “o



Plurals of Abbreviations

No apostrophe needed for plurals of 

abbreviations formed by adding an s

Unless it’s needed to prevent 

misreading

BMs

PDFs

4 P’s (apostrophe would be fine here)



Choose the Correct Homophone

bear, bare

Bear with me.

mucous (noun), mucus (adjective)

The mucous in her throat caused her 

to cough. The practitioner talked about 

the gut mucus lining.



their (possessive form of they), there (often about location; the one to use as 
the first word in sentences that have the subject after the verb; one used with 
the verb be at the beginning of sentences and questions), they’re (contraction 
for they are)

The practitioners ate their lunch over there by the meeting room. They’re 
planning to go to the meeting room later for their afternoon session.

There are six clients signed up for the workshop.

yolk, yoke

I told my client that it was fine to eat the egg yolk.



Watch Out For These

diary

dairy (when you’re referring to milk) 

naturalpath

naturopath

Youtube

YouTube

power point

PowerPoint



Etc.

Et cetera and etc. show that a list of at least 

two items is incomplete

Since the expressions “for example” and “such 

as” already indicate that a list is incomplete, 

etc. shouldn’t be used at the end of a list 

introduced by either of these expressions



Incorrect: She eats locally grown fruit such as apples or strawberries, etc.

Correct: She eats locally grown fruit, such as apples or strawberries.

Correct: She eats locally grown fruit: apples, strawberries, etc.

A comma is used before et cetera and its abbreviation, etc.



The abbreviation etc. always ends with a period, regardless of any added 

punctuation that may follow.

Example: Did you know that she likes fruit: apples, pears, peaches, etc.?

If etc. ends a sentence that takes a period, only one period is used.

Example: She likes apples, strawberries, blueberries, etc.



i.e., e.g.

Often confuse i.e. and e.g.

The Latin abbreviation e.g. means "for the sake of example," or simply "for 
example." It is followed by a partial list of examples.

Correct: Please eat some fibrous vegetables, e.g., carrots, cauliflower.



e.g.

In a list of examples, avoid using e.g. (or for example or including) in the same 
sentence with etc., since etc. would be redundant.

Redundant: The practitioner recommended taking several supplements, e.g., 

Vitamin C, probiotics, schizandra, etc.

Correct: The practitioner recommended taking several supplements, e.g., 
Vitamin C, probiotics, schizandra.



i.e.

i.e.

The Latin abbreviation i.e. (short for id est) means that is or that is to say and 
introduces a further explanation or paraphrase.

If you can substitute "that is," "in other words" or "namely," i.e. is correct.

Carla looked at her home—i.e., [or that is to say,] her grandparents’ house—

with nostalgia.



i.e. and e.g. are written in lower case, contain 2 periods (one after each letter): 
e.g. (not eg.) and i.e. (not ie.)

Abbreviations not in brackets, use a comma (or another mark of punctuation, 

such as a dash) before them

Example: There are several foods that are good for the gut: e.g., vegetables, 

beans, and whole grains.

Comma optional after these abbreviations (Use of a comma is American style; 

omission of the comma is British style)



Either Is Okay

homepage

I saw this as one word and as two 
words. The dictionary seemed to 
favour two words.

home page

More popular on Google Books Ngram 

Viewer



Ngram Viewer

What does the Ngram Viewer do?

When you enter phrases into the 

Google Books Ngram Viewer, it 

displays a graph showing how those 

phrases have occurred in a corpus of 

books. It has now been updated with 

fresh data through 2019. 

https://books.google.com/ngrams/info


One Word or Two

backup

noun, sometimes an adjective

If Plan A fails, don’t worry; we have a 

backup in place.

Do you have a backup plan in place in 
case your laptop dies?

back up

phrasal verb

True friends will always back up their 

friends in a fight.

Back up all your files to the cloud so 
that you can access them from any 
device.



breakdown

noun

Could you give me a breakdown of the 
costs of the workshop?

break down

phrasal verb

Could you break down the costs of the 
workshop?



login

noun and adjective

Your login is your username and 
password.

log in

verb

Log in to your computer.
























